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SUMMARY: Richter transformation is defined as a diffuse large cell lymphoma, occurring by transfor-
mation of chronic lymphocytic leukemia (CLL). We present a 64-year-old man with a history of CLL and
a left parieto-occipital transtentorial extra-axial mass. The patient underwent CT and MR imaging,
demonstrating a large dural-based mass with extracranial extension, which occluded the left trans-
verse sinus. Biopsy of the mass proved a pathologic diagnosis of diffuse large cell non-Hodgkin
lymphoma, consistent with Richter transformation of CLL.

Central nervous system lymphomatous involvement in the
setting of chronic lymphocytic leukemia (CLL), known as

Richter transformation, is rare. Thirteen cases have been re-
ported,1-7 only 5 of which had isolated leptomeningeal in-
volvement,4,5,8 and the other 8 demonstrated parenchymal in-
volvement. We report a case of central nervous system Richter
transformation, presenting as a large left occipital dural-based
mass. It was investigated by means of conventional radiogra-
phy, CT, MR imaging, and MR angiography and was surgically
biopsied.

Case Report
A 64-year-old man presented to the emergency department with

headaches, 2–3 days of vomiting, and a left occipital mass present for

3– 4 weeks. He had a medical history of rheumatoid arthritis, immune

thrombocytopenic purpura, and a 5-year history of chronic lympho-

cytic leukemia (CD5�, CD20�, and CD23�), treated through mul-

tiple chemotherapy courses (including 3 cycles of fludarabine 4 years

prior). The patient described the headaches as “nagging” and running

across his forehead, and he also stated that he had experienced some

occasional blurry vision and “floaters” during the past weeks, but no

visual loss. He had episodes of dizziness and balance difficulty, but no

history of falls or loss of consciousness. Physical examination revealed

an alert, well-nourished man, with a nontender mass in the left occip-

ital region. A retinal hemorrhage was noted in the right eye on fun-

doscopic examination, and the left pupil appeared larger. An egg-

sized lymph node was palpable in the right axilla. Findings of a

neurologic examination were grossly nonfocal.

Skull radiographs did not show any osseous abnormality or soft-

tissue calcification, but mild prominence of the left occipital soft tis-

sues was noted. CT and MR imaging demonstrated a large 8.0 � 5.5 �

8.5 cm oval dural-based transtentorial mass with a dural tail in the left

occipital-to-parietal region, with both extracranial and intracranial

components. The dural tail extended along the left tentorium to the

incisura. The intracranial component was 6.5 � 3.5 � 8.0 cm. The

mass was hyperattenuated compared with normal brain parenchyma

on unenhanced CT and enhanced homogeneously (Fig 1). There was

localized effacement of sulci and ventricles, without parenchymal

edema. The mass was abutting the confluence of dural sinuses and

eroding the overlying left occipital and posterior parietal bones. MR

imaging showed obliteration of the left transverse sinus, but the left

sigmoid sinus was unaffected (Fig 2). CT studies of the chest, abdo-

men, and pelvis were unremarkable.

The images presented a differential consideration of metastatic

disease, meningeal hemangiopericytoma, malignant meningioma,

and plasmacytoma.

The mass was surgically biopsied. An incision of the left posterior

scalp revealed a grayish tumor under the fascia, from which multiple

biopsy specimens were obtained and sent for frozen and permanent

histologic section and flow cytometry. The pathology report indicated

diffuse large cell non-Hodgkin lymphoma, consistent with Richter

transformation involving the dura, skull, and brain, as well as the

extracranial soft tissue (Fig 3).

The patient was placed on chemotherapy (rituximab, cyclophos-

phamide [Cytoxan], doxorubicin hydrochloride [Adriamycin], vin-

cristine, and prednisone) and radiation therapy regimens, after which

the mass markedly decreased in size, with only 2-cm dural thickness

on a follow-up MR imaging study, but with persistent occlusion of the

left transverse sinus and lymphomatous involvement of the left mas-

toid bone (Fig 4). The patient died 3 months after the initial presen-

tation to the emergency department for the cranial mass.

Discussion
The occurrence of diffuse large cell non-Hodgkin lymphoma
in the setting of CLL was first described by Richter in 19289

and appointed as “Richter syndrome” in 1964.10 Richter trans-
formation is an unusual and serious complication of CLL,
with an incidence occurring between 1% and 10% of CLL
cases, a 5– 6 month median survival duration despite mul-
tiagent therapy,3,8,11,12 and a significantly higher incidence in
patients younger than 55 years of age.13 Hodgkin disease in the
setting of CLL has also been described as a variant of Richter
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Fig 1. Noncontrast CT scan of the brain
shows a large heterogeneously attenuated
dural-based mass extending across the
tentorium and the calvaria.
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transformation.3 Diffuse large cell non-Hodgkin lymphoma
has been demonstrated in 6% of patients with Waldenstrom
macroglobulinemia.14 Reports have documented the presence
of 2 types of Richter syndrome: the “classical” type as a termi-
nal event of CLL and the “variant” type as the first clinical
presentation of previously undetected subclinical CLL.15,16

There has been controversy about whether the transformation
represents the emergence of a more malignant clone or the
chance occurrence of 2 independent neoplasms.3,4,8

The incidence of Richter transformation in the study by
Robertson et al8 was similar in patients who had and who had
not received prior fludarabine therapy, implying that therapy
does not reverse a component of CLL-associated immunode-
ficiency leading to the development of Richter transforma-
tion.3 Follow-up has been suggested to evaluate whether in-

creased immunosuppression correlates with an increased
incidence of Richter transformation.3

Only an awareness of the patient’s pre-existing condition
and the possibility of transformation of CLL to non-Hodgkin
lymphoma can lead to the inclusion of Richter transforma-
tion. The mass in this patient was dural-based, and because
previously reported cases of central nervous system Richter
transformation4,5,8 do not specify a dural mass, this case may
be even more atypical.
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